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THE BELLS.
'Tis sweet to hear the Sabbath bells
Ring out across the lea;
And all my soul responsive wakes
To their sweet melody.
'1.'is sweet to know that every note
Proclaims God's wondrous love,
And tells how he doth condescend
To look from heaven above
And pity sinners such as we,
And offer up his son,
That whose'er believeth him
Might never be · undone.
Their notes are always sweet, but nowWhat is the theme. they ring?
It thrills my soul and wakens some
Responsive echoing string.
First, one bell swells upon the breeze,
Another then-then
three;
A moment and a fourth begins,
And joins the melody.
And somehow those four chiming bells
No discord make to me;
.
Tho' diff'rent each, they blend and join
In one sweet harmony.

What matter tho' in rival towers
Of varying creeds they swing?
Some power has linked their notes one
Through all the years to sing. [song
- One song that, as the cycles pass,
Its sweetness shall not lose;
And as I sit and listen to
Their blended tones, I muse.
Shall we say we alone ·are right
And all the world is wrong?
1'(ay, rather let our voices swell
In one grand, glorious song;
Let creeds and factions be forgot,
And this our only thoughtThat God is God, and we are his,
By Jesus' life-blood bought;
Till o'er the world-north,
east, west,
From mountain to the sea,
[south,
We see God's people one in mind
For all eternity.
Then ring, ring out, ye Sabbath bells
O'er woodland vale and lea;
'
And to all people sing the song
Ye've sung so well for me.
SEPT,, 1892.
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A FORTNIGHTIN DRESDEN.

--a-One of the most charming places
in Europe-certainly
one of the
I
most beautiful cities in Germany-is
Dresden, the capital of the kingdom
of Saxony.
It is delightfully situated in the edge of the mountain
region of south east Saxony, and
lies on both sides of the Elbe, the
two parts of the city being connected by three enormous stone bridges
which span this beautiful river.
Above the city the river is shut into
a narrow, winding channel, and the
mountains rise up very abruptly on
either side, but below the city the
valley of the river widens out very
considerably and from the level
plane, a mile or two from the river,
rise the mountains in long graceful
slopes.
. If you were in our own "land of
the sky"-Asheville-ap.d
should
take a train on the Western N. C.
R. R. coming this way, in a few
minutes after leaving the city you
would round the end of Beaucatcher
and immediately enter the lovely
Swanahnoah Valley which be ars a
striking resemblance to the valley of
the Elba. The chief difference 'in
.appearance is that while in Western
N. C. the mountains are wild and
for the mo st part densely wooded,
those in the valley of the Elbe are
in a high state of cultivation, or
laid out as pleasure grounds and
ke pt with as much care as Central
P ark in New York, the whole area

being dotted over with magnificent
villas, with here and there a stately
old castle.
Dresden is not noted for its commercial activity being outstripped by
a number of German towns inferior
to it in size, l;>utit is pre-eminently
a residence city, not only giving
employment to a hosts of artists
and . affording to a large number of
students from various parts of the
the world opportunity for studying
art and music, but being the home
of a great many people of wealth,
who have been attracted thither by
the salubrity of its climate, the pieturesqueness of its scenery and the
charm of its social life. The remainder of the inhabitants-the
entire population is a trifle more than
a quarter of a million-are
for the
most part the shop keepers, artisans, and so on, who cater to the
wants of these artists, students and
pleasure seekers.
Of the foreign element, which is
unusually large, the great majority
are English and Americans, and
these are so numerous that one sees
English and ~merican
faces at
every turn, and hears them chatting
with each other in English so much
that he almost forgets that he is in a
foreign city. They
have taken
possession of large portions of the
city called the English and American
quarters respectively, in which the
streets and houses are especially

A FORTNIGHT
handsome and living is proportionally dear.
During the past summer it was
my good fortune to spend a fortnight
in Dresden and its environs. The
morning after I reached the city
I started out for a preliminary ramble (as I always did on reaching a
new place) in order to "see how the
land lay" and feel somewhat at
home. In getting this first impresss ion of the place, the thing that
s truck me most, I believe, was the
marked
contrast between
these
"quarters"
and the rest of the city.
S ome days afterwards I met a German lady, a member of the Baptist
Mission church, who lived in the
American quarter,
and when I
asked for an explanation she replied
that she liked the quiet SundaysAnd, indeed a quiet Sunday is a
luxury rarely enjoyed in Germany.
In this preliminary ramble I found
t hat there was enough to see i'n the
way of mer1:ly external beauty to
keep one busy for weeks.
In point
of architecture Dresden has risen to
<:onsiderable distinction in recent
years, having been for so long the
home of Semper, one of the greatest
German architects of the present
<:entury.
Many
of the public
buildings and churches, as well as
some private edifices, are well worth
careful study.
One of the most interesting parts of the city is on the
.left bank of the river, ne;r the western end of the Bruhl Terrace.
The
Hof-Theatre,
by Semper, is one
L

IN DRESDEN.
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of the most magnificent theatre's in
Europe, and occupies the site of the
old theatre by the same architect
which was burned down in 1869.
It is adorned with statues of distinguished men and other sculptural
ornaments, and the interior, which
is capable of accommodating two
thousand spectators, is gorgeously
decorated with wall and ceiling
paintings by eminent artists. The
Zwinger, which contains the picture
gallery and a number of museums,
collections of casts, coins, drawings,
scientfic instruments,
models &c.,
is one of the most interesting structures in Dresden, although it is only
a small part of the original magnificent
design.
The
museum
forms the western wing of the
Zwinger, and was designed by
Semper.
In the same neighborhood are the Royal Palace, two of
the finest churches in Dresden, and
various other buildings of interest.
The Bruhl Terrace, which extends
along the river for more than half a
mile, is a favorite promenade and
commands a fine view of the river
and of the mountains above the city.
The picture gallery at Dresden
contains one of the four finest collections of paintings in existence,
and, of course, I spent there, first
and last, a good many hours. The
most famous picture in the whole
gallery is Raphael's " Sistine Madonna," which occupies a room to
itself, ai;id which is seen every day
by great throngs of people who
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linger there by the hour to be thrilled
dotted over the region so thickly
by the marvelous beauty of this that, from an elevated position, one
great masterpiece.
A large curtain
may see a number of them at once.
has been roll ed back, and the Vir- Although these mountains run up
g in, with the infant Jesus in her to a considerable height, they are
generally narrow and run so that
arms; has just stepped out of heaven
upon the lig ht, airy clouds, and they may tower up above the one
seems to stand so far out from the on which you stand and be so near
canvas that one is kept uneasy, in that with field glasses the trees, the
spit e of him self, for fear she will rocks with th.eir fantastic shapes,
take one more step and be down on and even people, are plainly visithe floor beside him. She has a ble, thus giving a magnificent shortvery striking fare, with its calm,
range view and still not cut off
ser .en e expression, and magnificent,
much of the distant prospect of
soulful eyes,
The child, on the charming valleys and gentle slopes
other hand, has a half-frightened
which lie far beyond and which
expression, and, I believe, on the fold into one another so gracefully.
whole left a bad impression on me From the summit of the Bastei, per· and detracted from the beauty of haps the finest point in Saxon Switthe picture.
But this is quite in zerland, one gets a view of several
harmony with what I had so fre- miles of the Elbe, including some
quently brought to my mind, that of the most picturesque parts of it.
those who are so anxious to mag- Climbing out on a ledge of rock
nify the Virgin generally find that and leaning over an iron railing,
they have little room left for the we could look almost vertically
Saviour himself.
downward upon the river hundreds
Going up the river from Dresden
of feet below us and watch the -little
the mountains become loftier and steamers go by crowded with gay
much picturesque and bear such a pleasure-seekers
who looked like
striking resemblance to the Alps little dwarfs standing on the decks
that, for more than a century, this and waving their handkerchiefs at
region of country has been called us.
Saxon Switzerland.
The mounI made a tour of several days
tains are almost entirely of sand- through these mountains, traveling,
stone, and are frequently quite of course, on foot, and during this
rugged and picturesque, the rocks
time was thrown with a number of
in m any places assuming the most Germans, especially young men,
gro tesqu e shapes. The general ap- and found it an unusually favorable
peara n ce of the country is some- opportunity for studying them. I ·
wh at peculiar, as the mountains are found several who were economizmos tly isolated peaks of solid rock ing and saving I?oney in order to

ALFRED

TENNYSON.

try their fortunes in the New World,
wh ile all of them were more or less
interested in America and took advantage of every opportunity of
-studying English that offered itself.
It is always amusing to hear one
speak a language which he is just
learning, and if I made sport for the
Germans I sometimes got a little
fun out of them in turn. A difficulty with the languages is that
there are a number of words which
sound alike but have different meanings.
For example:
Bekommen
means to get, but its sound suggest

5

the English word become. So, when
Mr. M., the pastor of the Baptist
church in Dresden, wished to tell
me about going to the mountains on
horseback, he said: "I became a
horse and started off to the mountains, &c."
As we had already
oeen o~ our feet eight hours that
day, and were plodding our weary
way toward the nearest inn, I suggested that if he had the power of
thus transforming himself into a
horse, he could save me the toil of
the remaining two miles walk.
R.E. C.

ALFRED TENNYSON.
In the realm of literature many
have attained eminence, but few
have reached the height to which
Alfred Tennyson rose.
He was born August 5th, 1809,
at Somersby, Lincolnshire, England, and died October 6th, 1892.
As his birth was an event that
distinguished the opening decade of
this famous century, so his death
is among the sad occurrences of
its closing one.
·
He was descended from noble
ancestors, and his father was a
scholarly clergyman, from whom
the young Tennys'?n received that
early cultivation of mind and heart
that fitted him for the prominent
place he was to fill in life. The
home of his boyhood was one where
books were plentiful and learning

was held in high esteem.
The
Tennyson family of twelve children
produced three poets, but Alfred
stands above them all as a literary
man.
At five years of age Tennyson
composed his first poetic line without knowing it, when with outstretched arms, he said:
''I hear a voice that's speaking in the wind."

In due time he attended Trinity
College, Cambridge, where he had
as school-fellows, such men as
Thackeray and Hallam.
At eighteen years of age he published the first productions of his
brain and pen. It was the joint
work of himself and his brother
Charles, and has little merit, as it
is dull and lacks originality.
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Two years later, howeyer, he
won the "Chancellor's
Medal" by
a poem entitled, Timbuctoo," the
first of his writings in blank verse
to appear in print.
In 1830, "Poems Chiefly Lyri~
cal" appeared, and "Poems" published in 1832 showed his genius as
a poet; but so severe was the criticism passed on them that for ten
year c he remained silent. But in
1842, that silence was broken by
lofty strains that made the s_inger
famous and gave him a reputation
as the first poet of his age.
Two poems of great merit followed:
"The Princess," a medley, which
was his first long poem, in 1847, and
three years later, "In Memoriam,"
the third great elegy in the language,
written in memory of his intimate
friend, Arthur
Henry
Hallam.
Man y regard this as his masterpiece.
Two other important events of his
life occurred during the same year,
his marriage to Miss Emily Sellwood, and the bestowal of the merited office of Poet Laureate at the
death of Wordsworth.
' _'Maud, and Other Poems," in
1855, wa s not favorably received,
but "The Idylls of the King," published in 1859 and in 1870, elicited
an outburst of popular applause,
and has since been illustrated by
the painter 's art and translated into
for eign tongues.
Am ong hi s works of 1864 are
so me finely finished poems.
"The
H oly Grail" came out in 1869, and
after th<lt time the Poet Laureate

MESSENGER.

turned
his attention
to wntmg
dramas, some of which are quite
popular, as "Queen Mary," published in 1875, and "Harold,"
in
1877.
In old age his pen was not mactlve: "Becket,"
was produced in
1884, "Tiresias,"
in 1885, and
"Locksley
Hall-Sixty
Years After," in 1886.
A very popular collection entitled
"Demeter and Other Poems," appeared in 1890, and 1ater still, that
lovely gem, "Crossing the Bar."
Tennyson wrote a great deal of
poetry in his long and quiet life,
and while it cannot be denied that
many faults appear, especially in
his earlier writings, yet it must be
allowed that the magic of his pen
has built monuments grander than
any the hand of man can construct
of bronze or marble.
His vivid imagination is shown
in the beautiful pictures he paints in
his poems. Nature in her various
forms, the joys ot home, the relations of man to man and of the
creature to the Creator, forms the
subject-matter of his poetry.
The following may show his fondness for the voices of nature:
"Sweet

is thy voice, but every sound is
sweet;
Myriads of rivulets hurrying through the
lawn;
The moan of doves in immemorial elms
And murmuring of innumerable bees."'

Or this from " In Memonam ,,
may indicate his devot10n:
«But, what am I?
An ~nfant cry~ng in the night:
An mfant crymg for the light:
And with no language but a cry."

ALFRED
There is running through it all a
harmony and melody which display
the music of the poet's soul. He is
artistic and original, and abounds in
Saxon forms so expressive of the
tender emotions of the writer and
!he pathetic scenes he pictures to
the admiring eye.
While many have criticized the
poetry of Tennyson, many others
have tried to imitate his style.
The biography of the great poet
would be har<!' to write at present,
as he has but lately lived; and his
life, retired from the popular gaze,
was marked by few events suited
to arre~t public attention.
If we
would know his biography, we must
read his poetry.
He never \mew that "eternal
want of pence" from which most
poets suffer; but, like Virgil, found
favor with royalty and was a man
of means besides.
In 1883 he accepted a peerage and became Baron D'Eyncourt.
Men of all the ranks of life read his
verses and were delighted; but Alfred Tennyson is no longer among
men, and the Anglo-Saxon race
mourns his loss.
When the Angel of Death summoned him to come up higher, his
hand was resting on the pages of
Shakes?eare, while the soft light of
the Harvest Moon fell upon his
couch.

TENNYSON.
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all others, the best for the purpose."
Very plainly does he show this
in "Enoch Arden," which a critic
has pronounced " one of his most
finished and successful works."
The story opens with three children playing by the sea-side :-two
boys and a girl, they were. Years
pass on and childhood gives way to
manhood and womanhood.
The young men both love Annie
Lee, but Enoch is her choice.
Enoch and Annie woo and wed,
and children grace their home. But
Enoch falls from a mast and is injured.
After weeks of suffering,
he is well again; and, seeing the
need of greater means that he may
well support his loved ones, he takes
passage on a vessel bound for China. He meets with success, but on
the return the vessel is wrecked,
and he is left upon a lonely island.
The years go by and Philip Ray,
the slighted lover, asks to have the
privilege of aiding the family of
the absent sailor. After Enoch has
been away for years, Philip proposes to the lady of his early love, and,
after repeated delays, is accepted.
Enoch is finally picked up by a
vessel and brought back to England. He finds his old home for
sale; and wanders to the port where
the sad story is told him by the innkeeper.
He does not make himself known
ENOCH ARDEN.
but creeps up to the house of Philip
Peter Bayne says of Lord Tenat evening, and gazes on the homenyson, that " he can select with the like scene within. Then he turns
ease of magic the word that is, of away, and, like the hero determines
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Afaer a year, fatal sickness comes,
and he relates the whole story of
his life, binding the inn-keeper,
however, not to let it be known until after his death.
The hero dies, and the little port
honors him with a costly funeral.
The poem is beautitul and pathetic. The poet's skill is shown
in narrating Enoch's woes and presenting the fine traits in the hero
and the other two leading charac-

MESSENGER.

ters. Some fine passages are those
suggested by Holy Writ, as:
'' Cast all your cares on God;
that anchor holds. Is He not yonder in those uttermost parts of the
morning ? If I flee to these, Can
I go from Him ? and the sea is His,
The sea is His: He made it.
The simplicity of the poem, its
melodious flow of verse, the happy
choice of words, and the masterly
touches in picturing home and human affection afford to the reader
a lovely and charming production
of literary genius.
G. F. H.

CIGARETTESMOKING.
--0--

That cigarette smoking is an evil
all admit, but we feel sure that few
appreciate fully its fearful effects or
prevalence.
To our minds cigarette smoking is not only a pernicious habit, but a national danger,
an evil already vieing with intemperance, and a menace to our
country's manhood, both physical
and intelle_ctual. It will be the aim
of this article to incite serious
thought on the subject. as the first
step towards remedying the evil.
Let us first consider the effects on
the body of cigarette smoking. Volumes of testimony could be adduced
showing the terrible effects of this
habit.
At West Point,no one is admitted as
a student if he is a cigarette smoker.
Sometlme past a young man was

st~nding the entrance examination.
To the usual question, "do you
smoke?", he answered "no''.
You
can't deceive me, young man", said
the old examiner.
"Haven't
I noticed that coating
on your tongue, and that yellowish
tinge on your lips and fingers? We
don't want you,"
It takes a clear
mind and a strong body to go through the curriculum
at West
Point, and experience has proven
that the smoker is unequal to the ·
strains.
Laflin, the champion athlete of
the world, takes a column and a half
in a newspaper to express his abhorrence of the habit.
Year before last the President of
the Eastern (Base Ball) League
said that-what most injures players
is "women, whiskey, and tobacco.',.

CIGARETTE
Doctors everywhere
condemn
the habit as hurtful and even dangerous, and this, although themselves smokers.
Cigarette smoking, keepers of insane asylums tell us, is a frequent
cause of insanity.
The other day
we read of a boy of twelve years
being a raving hlaniac as the rt>sult
of cigarette smoking . •
Almost every disease is induced
by smoking.
General Grant, as is well known,
died from caucer of the tongue,
caused by smoking.
Heart affections, lung diseases of
every kmd are caused by smoking.
T he lungs become coated with
nicotine, the blood is imperfectly
oxidized, and, in consequence, the
whole body is enfeebled and made
liable to disease of every kind.
By actual trial it has been demonstrated that the capacity of the lungs
is diminished one half by smoking.
N o one, then who wishes to excel
in anything requiring the lung power
can afford to smoke.
One cannot
smoke and be a good . athlete.
But terrible as are its effects upon
all, it is upon the young that cigarette smoking tells most fearfully.
Let a boy of say ten years, start to
smoking and smoke until manhood.
Bis body will be dwarfed a third.
The boy smoker has his lungs
enfeebled, hence his · blood is not
properly oxidized; his stomach is
disordered, and so his food does not
digest properly.
Thus the young
body finds itself deprived of both
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food and air, and prop~r growth is
impossible.
Now let us notice the eff ects on
the mind. The cigarette habit effects
mind as much as body, and its effects
on the former are as much more to
be dreaded, as mind is of more importance than body.
The presidents of our best colleges
say that the smoker rarely does
well, as regards either recititations
or examinations.
At Richmon .cl
College, the proportion of those who
smoke to the total number of students is much larger than the proportion of smokers in the graduating
class. This observation may be
extended to Greek medalists, etc.
I am convinced that quickness of
thought is les sened by smoking.
This is especiall y observable in the
case of games requirmg quickness of
thought.
For instance, I know a
man who sometime ago was the
champion checker player of the
State. Since that time he has
smoked incessantly,
and now, although he has kept in practice ,he
plays a very ordinary game.
It is but just to expect that the
mind will be en£eebled by this habit.
The mind always suffers from an
enfeebled body.
In this case the effects are similar
to those experienced when breathing the poisoned air of a crowded
house. In the latter instance the
mind becomes relaxed, thinking is
slow and different. And why?
Because the blood is not sufficiently
oxidized.
But this is precisely the
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case with the smoker, and so we
must exHect the effects to be the
same.
Much could be said on the moral
side of this question, but space allows few words. Looked at from
any standpoint, smoking is a sin.
The smoker has no right to
weaken his powers of mind and
body, to shorten his life, to transmit
to his descendants the effects of the
habit and a tendency to it. Every
cigarette is a sin agamst one's self,
against others, against one's Maker.
All that I have said of smoking
in general, applies with double force
to cigarette smoking, for in this
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case, the smoker is poisoned not by
nicotine alone, but by three or four
other poisons, by the opium with
which the tobacco is flavored, the
arsemc, etc.,
I close with a quotation from a
writer in one of our leading magazines.
After pointing (?Utthat Americans
by re~son of •their nervous temperament, are the most inveterate
smokers, he said :-"Americans
must stop smoking, or in a few
generations we shall be a nation of
dwarfs."
N. N.

THE STORYOF A DIME.
--o-We exist in the midst of associations of which our knowledge is
comparatively meagre.
If we were
enlightened concerning the exter~
nals, with which we come in frequent contact, we would often be
observant when it is our wont to be
listless, and appreciate when we
are wholly indifferent. The traveler
loitering in the shade of the '' Charter Oak" never dreamed the secret
of the tree that spread its branches
protectingly over him.
Men move hurriedly and somewhat indiscriminately in some of the
vocations of life, but inform them
they stand where valor has wrought
accomplishments
and bravery left

its impress, and they stand in silent
admiration of the examples which
they are privileged to emulate.
What is apparently insignificant is
often a centre of importance. Careful observation along the highway
of human existence will attest the
fact.
History secure in the memory of
men 1s sometimes _partially buried
in oblivion, and indeed the masses
pass thoughtlessly through life in
the enjoyment of privileges which
a hardy ancestry won by perseverance and · privations.
A due_
cognizance of the fact that all our
associations have a history will increase our regard for them and

THE
i mpart an additional
miuor affairs of life.

STORY

zest to the

A short while ago the writer h eld
in his hand a dime whose scarred
features evinc ed signs of a tempestuous journey through the vicissitudes of a quarter of a century.
It suggested
consideration
and
u shered in a train of thoughts,
forcing me to · th e. ejaculation:
"'Speak, silent monitor, and unfold
.an account
of the wanderings
t hrough the mart . of exchange."
lt was non-communicative, and, bey ond its appearance, gave no ac-count of itself.
Though in a sense a witness to
many notable changes; reformations
a nd inventions, it steadfastly held
its own counsel and kept within its
metallic grasp all objects of an
inqms1tive soli~itation.
Slightly
.abashed but nothing deterred, the
inquirer determined to attempt its
biography from present appearance.
Gentle reader, lend your attention,
.and it shall be yo9rs to decide
whether the wanderings of the dime
.are worth perusal.
Passing hurriedly over the period
-of infancy of the metal when it reposed in its native cradle, we follow
· it from the mine through the refining processes into the mint, from
which it issues a bright new coin of
facial value.
In such a rapid transit we have ignored scenes of action
in some sequestered mountain nook
where the miners' stroke registered
steady labor. But it is ours to fol-
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low the dime in a pilgrimage from
the mint of these United States.
The journey may be a long and
circuitous one as the coin under
consideration ha s a dominion extending from the Gulf of Mexico
to Canada and from the Atlantic to
the Pacific.
The aristocratic name of United
States of . America evinced royal
lineage for the time-worn souvenir,
for where does national honor and
national pride surpass ours?
But, to follow the dime through
an adventurous apprenticeship under many owners is our aim. To
such an end let us turn our eyes
in retrospection. By personification,
for convenience, we will hear its
own story in some such language
as this: ·
" I went out from my home
among the hills to figure in the
world's business mart. Disappointment has not blasted my hopes as
aspirant for such prominent association. My home has been on the
restless wave of exchange, and my
observation has rested on all shades
of humanity.
I have obser ·ved a
great diversity of character in my
eventful career.
"Association has alternated between mirth and monotony, for I
have been in palaces of wealth and
hovels of poverty. The millionaire
has welcomed me in his princely
abode, where I had the pleasure
of meeting innumerable kinsmen
both great and small. I could only
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''In all my wanderings through the
wonder how such vast acquisitions
could be accumulated \ in the short States and Territories of this united
I have found men on the
duration of one man 's labors.
I republic.
alert
and
ready
t0 welcome me intohave been the sole occupant of the
beggar's pocket, and then it was I their estates.
keenly felt my insignificance and
"This is true of the hardy Northlonged for influential associations.
erner who pushes his enterprises .
Many times have I been in the hands with praiseworthy vim and looks all
of the spendthrift, but before mak- the time for dividends. It is characing an anaylsis of his character I teristic of the . busy Westerner whopassed into other hands.
Weary
figures conspicuously
upon the
and way-worn, he granted me no plains of the great West-nature's .
rest in a well filled and growing
nobleman upon nature's
arena.
The same is also true of the impurse!
"I have found the tendency to pulsive Southerner who now basks in
part with their money quite prevalent
the sunlight of prospentY\surround~mong dashing, brilliant youths,
ed by resources bountifully diffused.
such as are rightly termed spend"My observation does not lead me
thrifts, In many of my exchanges I to a denial of the time-sanctioned
have felt a sense of relief when transsaying, 'Money is a mighty monferred to new owners.
Once, how- arch, and all men seek favor at the
ever, I awoke to find a miser my shrine of wealth.'
owner. With a great number of
" The highways to this .popular
kindred coins, whose brightness in- goal are densely thronged and the
action had marred, I spent a dull ongoing hosts stay not their footsojourn. Finally, weeks lengthened
steps in prosperity nor adversity.
into months and months into years.
Devious by-paths are also flecked
How I longed for activity amid new with aspirants for the self same goal.
scenes outside the miser's realm!
The craze for wealth is a heritage
Necessity eventually presented its which has come from father to son
grim visage in that household and since the long ago.
took me away as trophy.
I re"But I have ·diverged from my
garded my ~scape from the miser wanderings
to give impressions:
as a timely deliverance.
Once gleaned by the wayside.
During
again in the atmosphere of freedom,
my pilgrimage I have passed times
I resumed my accustomed rounds,
innumerable from the buyer to the
and existence assumed its old-time
seller and in such a promiscuous
hue . This life would be deprived
exchange, have glanced into the
of h alf its sweets and all its victorcounting-rooms
of most all the
ies w ere it not for the employments
mercantile
houses
in my province.
afforded.
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'' I have been instrumental in the
purchase of every commodity, and
have a partial insight into most
human vocations.
I have bayed
the wolf at the door of penury, and
paid interest on notes of usury.
I have succored the needy and
· fostered the indolent.
"My value has oscillated between
bankruptcy and premium, and my
reputation has waveted with that
of my owners.
One day I was in
an insolvent firm and passed for my
potent relative-dollar.
The next
day, however, I was recognized upon my characteristic features, and
passed on in my accustomed sphere.
" One night when the winds were
boisterous and icicles were pendent
from mossy roofs, I laid me down
to sleep in the crowded precincts of
an ample safe. An honest man
turned a combination
lock and
placed a watch over me. A dishonest trio outwitted this caution,
and before another sun shone over
that ice fettered ~egion, I was whirling, an unwilling captive, towards
t'1e haunts of the vicious.
"I have been a factor in immense
deals, and upon a low estimate have
discharged the duties of a modest
dime at least a million times. Youth
_has gazed fondly upon me. Age
has beamed benevolently upon me
and stored me away for a rainy day.
Men have resorted to art and cunning and even purjured their souls
to obtain possesion of me.
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"Poor deluded mortals to, imperil
so much and receive so little! I
have been rendered
the instigator of debauchery as well as the
agent of benevolence.
I have carried bread to the mouth of the
hungry, medicine to the afflicted,
and succor to the oppressed.
I
am always a willing agent on missions of philanthropy.
·«I have been handed over the
miserable bar counter, as compensation for damnab1e alcoholic spirits
with which depraved manhood has
lulled an insatiate craving. No exchange has so humiliated me as this,
for I have seen engulfed in the bane
of intemperance
manhood which
was destined for almost infinitely
purer enjoyment.
May that day
nev~r dawn in which the national
worth, ancestral heritages and unsullied honor of these United States.
of America shall approach too nearthe maelstrom of intemperance, but
may this country in the galaxy
of majestic nations still command _
her wonted
prestige
and sur- .
pass her former record in lofty
attainments."
With this wish concerning the ·
weal and progress of our beloved
Union, and with thanks for yourattentive ear during this simple
egotistical and ..-,omewhat questionable biographical recital, believe me
in the interest of the dime.
WAYLAND,
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NEED OF REFORM IN FEMALE EDUCATION
.
- .-o-This is truly an age of progress
and of reform . Nations change
their forms of government without
the clashing of arms, or the roar of
artillery. -The sciences are constantly disclosing the hidden things
of nature.
Old methods are relegated to the past; new and better
one s succeed them. In education
too there has been marvelous progress . In riearly every hamlet and
village which dots our land, can be
seen the schooi-master surrounded
by bright-eyed boys and girls who
are anxious to prepare themselves
for the arena of active life . Academies coll~ges and universities into
whi ch men and women are crowding are springing up all around us.
The father no longer considers it
his duty to educate only his boys .
With songs on our lips and joy in
our heart s , we welcome the day that
ushered in the new order of things
and gave to woman the opportunity
of ent ering the field of intellectual
developement
side by side witn
m an.
In other directions not necessary
to mention here, are seen marked
evid ences of activity and progress.
Ind ee d there are seen evidences of
too much activity. J have observed
with some misgivings steps taken for
th e so-called education of women. I
am no t opp ose d to th e educat ion of
women. I am h ea rtily in favor of
it, bu t lik e every thing else in

which there is great activity mistakes are sometimes found . I t is
with these I desire to deal.
I have
no theory to advance, no plan to suggest by which they may be remedied .
The present
system
of fema le education does not prepare
women for the performance of their
duties in life. The sp here in wh ich
Infinite Wisdom intended woman to
occupy is the home circle. She is
the main factor in our soc ial fabric,
the centre of our social system.
Upon her hangs the destiny of nations and around her lesser lights
are intended to move . Unless she is
following the path clearly marked
out by the hand of God, the law
written indelibly upon the eternal
tablets is a dead letter.
Woman's sphere of labor differs
from man's. Her education therefore
should differ also.
I do not claim
that it should be entirely different,
for she has intellect, sensibilities,
will, which have been given her for
use and development, by which she
can perform better the duties assigned her.
It is time almost lost for one who
expects to be a tiller of the soil to
:;pend a few years studying music.
A physician does not spend the
bloom of youth and the vigor of manhood tracing th e formation of languages, or trying to find out whether the hum an race is descended
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from tad-poles in order to cure the man with whom she may cast her
ills of men. A man would have a lot? Surely not. Then where is she to
difficult task to obtain a situation get that which she lacks?
Even if
as a machinist whose only qualifi- this were all she needed what becomes of her music and painting?
cation was a knowledge of English
As a rule there are but few
literature.
The conclusion forces
itself upon me that woman's edu- years from the time a girl leaves
cation should differ materially from the halls of a first-class institution
with her diploma to the day she bids
man's.
Let us see how it does differ. In farewell to the happy hours of
Thrown out
one of the leading f~male institu- single ble~sedness.
tions of the country, w!ticli is mod- into a new world she losses the
elled after tlze scltools for men, the pleasure she once experienced as
course of instruction differs from she sits beside the piano. Now
This is left
that of this institutions in that 1t is she seldom performs.
higher and more extended,
and for others and younger ones to do.
Her knowledge of painting, obtainhas an addition to the academic
schools, the schools of Music and ed m one or two years is soon forgotten. For, I am told by one who
Painting.
In another
institution
for women, where the course of has studied it for a number of years,
instruction is very much like ours nothing of importance can be learnthough not so high, instruction in ed in that short time.
The easel upon which is placed
music, painting,
book - keeping,
typewriting, stenography and phy- the life size crayon of him who is
siology is given.
Out of more than to scatter roses along her pathway,
two hundred students at one of the now rests in peace in one corner of
institution alluded to above, there her room. Her palette is no longer
used. Her brush is never taken
were seven who studied physiology,
two book-keeping, and one type- from its case. Thus for practical
writing and stenography.
With purposes her education upon which
the exception of music amt paint- so much stress was laid, has proyen
ing in what resp~ct has their edu- itself to be of little importance. She
cation differed from man's?
How feels her education was a delusion.
She realizes, as some one has exhas it prepared them to discharge
better the duties they will soon be pressed it, that it was a "respectable
humbug."
And, impelled by a deca lled upon to perform?
sire to keep others from sailing
Will any one say that .a knowthrough dangerous seas she raises
ledge of music and painting, besides
what knowledge can be gotten at a her voice to warn them. But some
will not listen. They learn in the
first-class common school is all that a years to come, however, in God's
woman needs to be a help-meet to a great school of experience.
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It is plain, therefore her education has differed very little for practical purposes, none at all, from
that of man's. Bas she been prepared for a position in life distinctively her own? If it is claimed,
nevertheless, that she is qualified
for her position , by this education,
it follows that a man with a similar
education could perform the same
duties as well as a woman.
But
this conclusion is certainly not true.
Therefore the supposition is not
true.
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It would hardly be correct to
to say the above are the vaporings
of a diseased brain. Some who have
studied in God's kindergarden affirm the truths whereof I_ write. I
would not be understood as depreciating the importance of music in
female education.
It would hardly
be complete without it, and yet I
do condemn the study of inusic to '
the exclusion of those things that are
of vital and daily importance.
0.

HEROISM.
The heroic always awakens with- performer of the heroic action, that
in us emotions of admiration and his deed will even be of advantage
love. Knowing this, many strive for, · to himself.
No one would ever think of calland, in the eyes of a shallow thinking world, often attain the much cov- ing that man a hero who, before eneted title of hero, when they are only tering upon a business speculation,
moved by the desire of the applause
carefully computed the gain which
of others. Some one has beautifulwould probably arise to him from
ly said of humility, that it is a virtue so doing; and he who upon the field
which grows only in the shadow:
of battle encounters danger, and
bring it to the light, let the possessor
perhaps even death, with no higher
discover that he has it, and straightmotive than to gain the applause of
away it droops and dies in the at- the world, is no JDOre a hero than
mosphere of pride and haughtiness.
the crafty speculator. B·oth of them
This is no less true in regard to desire gain for self, the one of
heroism, for no one ever imagined
g~ory, the other of money, but both
himself a hero without by that very of them equally gain, and neither
fact proclaiming that he was un- would do aught did he not believe
worthy of the title. But what is hero- he would be benefited thereby.
ism? We may define it as the sacriI would not be understood as asfice of self for the sake of others,
serting that there is no such thing
with no thought on the part of the as heroism upon the field of battle,

HEROISM.
for oftimes real heroism is there themselves for friend or family been
handed down to posterity. These hedisplayed; yet when it is, it · springs
from no selfish motive, but from love roes know full well that when they
die no poet will sing their praises in
and devotion to country or friends.
There was never a nobler hero melodious verse, or orators tell with
the sfory of their
than Scotch Wallace, and yet his thrilling.loquence
grand and noble deeds, yet they
heroism consisted not in the mighty
deeds which he performed, but in willingly suffer and die in order
his deep devotion to his country .and that they may preserve the lives of
those near and dear to them. Thereconsecratlon to the cause of liberty
fore are they worthy of our highest
and justice.
Not often is the world treated to enconiums, our warmest admiration.
a grander spectacle of heroism than
Thus we see that in order to deth at displayed in the conduct of our termine real hen1ism we must not
own noble Washington,
and yet only scan the deed performed, but
we love and revere his name, not so also analyze the motives which led
much for his actions, as for the mo- to its execution, and then, and only
tives which im;ielled him to those then, can we pronounce intelligentactions, an all consuming love for ly upon its heroic qualities.
But
his native land, and a desire to see when we see heoism exciting such
her rights and liberties maintai11ed noble emotions in our breasts we
at any cost.
natµrally inquire, How may 'Ye thus
But it is in private life that we move the hearts of others?
Manimore often find real heroes than in £estly we can never become hero es by
the exciting scenes of the camp and striving so to be, for our very efforts
the battlefield. The reason for this would defeat our aspirations, but we
is not hard to describe. If heroism
may attain our desire by indirection.
forbids all kinds of selfishness, then
Let us rid ourselves of self, remove
we shall most probably find it where
all ignoble thoughts flnd purpo ses
there is least tern ptation to perform
.fromour hearts, endeavor always to
a deed for the advantage it will
have them full of kindness tow ards
bring to self. The soldier who falls
others, and, perhaps, some day we
upon the field of battle, in defence
m ay receive the mead of praise acof his country, dies with the proud
corded the hero, when we have but
consciousness that future ages will
performed
a def'd which has seemed
bemoan his loss and honor his memto
us
only
the natural action of a
ory ; but seldom indeed have the
loving
heart.
X. Y. Z.
names of those who have sacrificed
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PECULIARITIESOF DEAN SWIFT.
--o-Perhaps no man who has con- of brutality, and tyranny.
On one
tributed to English thought can be occasion he approached a countrycalled pecufiar with as much pro- man, and, without any salutation, .
priety as Dean Swift. His whole
then began as follows; "Pray, sir,
life and all his acts are masses of do you remember any good weather
peculiarities.
in this world"?
After staring at
- In the first place, he · was pecu- him a while, the countryman reliarly adapted to making every one plied, "Yes, sir; thank God I rearound him unhappy.
There are member a gr~at deal of good weathttmes, perhaps, in the life of almost er in my life." "That is more
everyone when life is not so sweet than I can say," said Swift; "I never
as it might be, but Swift seems al- knew any weather that was not too
~ays to have been in this lamenthot, or too cold, too wet, or too dry,
able condition. It is said that he but, however, God Almighty confasted on each birthday, read the trives it; at the end of the year 'tis all
sixth chapter of Job, and was often • very well".
On another occasion while dinheard to say, "Let the day perish
wherein I was born.''
ing with Earl of Burlington, he beIn his social relations he was gan as follows, '' Lady Burlington,
most peculiar.
Some one says,
I hear you sing; ~ng me a
"Hi s _whole life was made miser- song." The lady,surpnsed at his unable by sorrow and revenge. He ceremonious manner, positively refostered and exaggerated a terrible
fused. He said she should sing, or he
pride and made the haughtiest ot would ma\ce her. At this she burst
ministers bow beneath his arro- into tears and n~tired. His first comgance."
He. was poor and possesspliment on meeting her soon after
ed only a small "Irish living," yet was, "Pray, madam, are you as
he · treated t!tem as his equals, or• proud and ill-natured now as when
even as his inferiors.
I saw you last?"
On one occasion, the Prime
Strange to say, he had a couple of
Minister sent him fifty pounds for sweethearts.
Upon these he besome of his articl es. He indignantly
stowed his love and confidence, each
returned the money, demanded an ignorant of his relation
to the
apology, received it and wrote in his other.
Finally
one of them,
note book, "I have taken the Prime
hearing of his conduct, wrote her
Mini ster back into favor. "
rival. The letter was given Swift.
On e of his lJiographer s says he He carried it, threw it before her,
car ried hi s arroganc e to the verge . turned and left her forever. She
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died of a broken heart. He · married the other, but, strange to say,
never recognized her as his wife,
and never spoke to her except in
the presence of a third person.
After his marriage he was more unhappy.
He hurried from the place
as soon as the ceremony was performed and went to the· Archbishop.
Some ope, going into the palace
where the Archbishop was, met
Swift coming out and found the•
Archbishop weeping.
"You have
met the most unhappy
man on
earth," said he," "but you must not
ask me the cause of his misfortune."
A secret is connected with this that
was never divulged.
Efforts were
made to learn it, but it was buried .
with those whom it concerned and
to whom it was intrusted.
Swift was a minister and an
author. I:Ie lived
during
the
"Classic reign" of Queen Anne, in
which he gained some distinction.
Some of his writings border profanity and vulgarity.
Like many of
the ministers to-day, his idea of
gospel was that the more frequently
''Hellfire"and ''Damnation "occurred in his discourses the more gospel they contained.
Hence something like the following, which is an
enumeration of those who will be
doomed at the judgment: "Damned
lawyers, damned blockheads, damned prelates, and damned squires;
"Damned preachers, darrwed poets,
damned fools, and damned liars."
His ambition was to become an
English bishop, but his brethren
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thought him unsuited.
Some one
remarks that he might a Bishop be
in time did he believe in God. He
was unpopular, as might be expected. Another adds further:
"He
was dreaded by all, loved by few,
and respected by none."
As a reward, he was shelved into the deanery of St. Patrick, but judging from
the following, which was posted in
the Cathedr.al, he must have been
unwelcome:
"To-day this temple gets a dean,
Of parts and fame uncommon.
Used both to pray and to prophane;
To serve both r.od and mammon.
*
*
*
*
*
Look down, St. Patrick, look, we pray,
On thine own church and steeple!
Convert thy dean on this great day,
Or else, God save the people!
And now whene'er his deanship dies,
A man of God here buried lies
Who never thought of heaven.

· His last state was truly worse
than the first, and his last days were
spent in wretchedness, bitterness,
disappo~ntment, and remorse drove
him mad. He knew it. One day
he was found looking intently at a
treetop which had withered.
"I
shall be like that tree," said he,
"die at the top." And so he did.
Strange to ;;ay, his fortune was left
to build a mad-house.
Hence the
express10n, "He left what little
wealth he had To build a house
for fools and mad."
A lesson may be learned from the
life of this man. He was miserable
because be was the author of his
own misery.
He 'vvas melancholic
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because he nursed his melancholy.
They were, perhaps the · cause of
his misery.
Notwithstanding
all this, some
one writing concerning him says:
"Swift's memory is still revered in
Ireland, and especially in Dublin;
men of every party confess that he
gave the first impulse to the exer-
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tions made for constitutional freedom and the consequent development of a manufacturing industry,• ~
and concludes by saying: "Then,
be his feelings covered by his tomb~
and guardian laurels o'er his ashes
bloom."
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---o--Our College.
We shall not ·have two hundred
students this year, although we
should have twice that number.
Our advantages
merit a better
patronage.
Is there a school in the
country with the location, the standard and reputation that we enjoy
that can not boast of a larger enrollment than our matriculation shows.
The city of Richmond a large lovely
campus speak for the locll.tion of
our college. Representation
from
fourteen States, as well as from
Mexico, attest her reputation. The
positions of honor that her graduates
everywhere
occupy,
prove the
~pth and height of he'r standard.
Yet with all these splendid advantages we can not muster two hundred boys!
As sure as effect follows cause,
so sure is there something lacking.
And as th e effect is a small attendance, so the cau se is a la ck of en-

terprise.
In this age of gallop and
gulp, of brag and bluster; no institution can hope to keep up without
a vigorous life. When some must
suffer, when some must lose, we can
only maintain our existence and acquire increase by the exercise of
our energetic spmt. As an institution, do we not lack the aggressiveness that every where characterizes.
success?
Would it not be advantageous to
the college to open its sessions with
public exercises of a superior order?
Other institutions inferior in rank.
open their scholastic year with appropriate and helpful exercises.
But
the best exercises we have, is the
exercising of some poor fellows toe, .
and the best meetings we enjoy are
the mid-night sessions of the Campus Court.
In the recent trades parade everything except our college, from a
coal-cart to schools outside the cor-
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Let us be gentlemen.
Let us
porate limits. was
represented .
Representation in that parade or in . speak of our professors with the respect that they deserve, by their
• the Exposition that followed would
While
have promoted our interest.
If we age, culture and position.
could not have been represented in we are striving to master the academics, let us not loose the bearing of
any other and better way, it would
a gentleman.
have been well if we had brought
Is our deportment here characterforth our victor -crowned boat from
its moorings, wrapped her in the ized by the same civility that graced
College Colors, and mounted her our conduct at home? Do we not
with the silver cup which we have do in company with others what we
twice triumphantly w J n. Thus crea- would refrain from doing as inditing and fostering a College pride viduals!
Let us, fellow students, be gentleand enthusiasm which we so lamenmen
at College as well as at home;
tably lack.
on the campus as well as when
we are alone ; behind the professors
Let us be Gentlemen.
We do not suppose that there is b~cks as well as before their faces.
If there is one embellishing trait
a boy here who would not, if another
in
all virtue's category it is for a man
boy should approach him and tell
him that he is not a gentlemen, re- to be a gentleman on all occasions.
sent the accusation in very vigor - and to all persons.
ous way, yet, are we all gentlemen?
Do all our ways conform to the de_
Our Lit~rary Societies.
portment of the gentleman?
How
Our literary societies are not what
about lining up along the street and they ought to be. They are not aphollowing one, two, three as stranpreciated as they deserve. They are
gers pass by. On the occasions of not supported as they merit. Their
public exercises in the Chapel, how membership should be larger, and
about gathering around the door,
the interest and support on the part
lining up along the hall-way and of the members more zealous.
making various remarks as invited
For a student not to identify himguests pass by. Do such actions
self with one of the societies, or a
savor of the best civility?
me_mber to neglect the duties that
Then we have a very disrespectthe society imposes upon him, and
ful way of speaking of our profesthe opportunities that it offer s , is for
sors. If it be true, as some allege,
a fisherman to refuse to haul his
that the professors are frequently
seine when it is full of fish. For a
discourteous towards us, even that student to say that he has not time
would not excuse disrespect on our to attend the society and prepare
part.
himself for its exercises is for the
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wood chopper to argue that h_e has should, all professions. In all undernot time to grind his axe.
takings success depends largely upon
For the student to say that he is the facility of speech. Indeed, no
not able to pay the society dues is more powerful ally than the pursuafor the carpenter to say that he can sive tongue can be invoked either
not afford to purchase good tools. in Cupids Court or forensic fray,
There , is no expenditure of money either in the marts of trade or the
or consumption of time that yields a sounds of the rostrum.
richer compensation
than a few So let no student imagine that
hours oL earnest society work each the literary society does not offer
successive week.
advantages to him.
But let every
The first object and the final pur- one be quid) to recognize and
pose of most of our College curricu- ' speedy to embrace the opportunities
la is mental agitation.
What is that the society affords.
there better calculated to agitate the
mind than the selection of the most
Three Classesof Boys.
Our boys may be divided into
suitable phraseology and the most
three classes:
forcible arrangement for a speech?
r. We have the modest, -shrinkWe do not hesitate to assert that
ing boys. These are the ones whose
time spent in earnest speech preparation is as strengthening to the mind cheeks mantle with crimson when
and as valuable to the student as the the professors call on them, who
same amount of time spent in riding never do themselves justice in the
the hyperbola to infinity, in memo- lecture-room, and whose voices are
rizing Anglo-Saxon declensions, or seldom heard amid the blatant merriment of the campus. Boys of this
translating the classics in acrobatic
style, one eye on the original and class enjoy little of college mirth
the other on the pony. Indeed Col- and little of the golden dreams of
lege c:urriculum or university routine
greatness and of glory. Their spircan offer no better discipline for the its are usually depressed, and their
mind than is afforded by the well hopes are generally languishing in
regulated literary society.
the " slough of despond."
They
The discipline that ::t gives is em- are dissatisfied with their past, disinently practical and pungent in all gusted with their present, and discouraged with their reference to
of its parts.
There is a prevalent opinion that the future. · This is an unfortunate
the literary society is helpful only to class. We should encourage them
those who intend to follow some of and stimulate them to a greater
self-confidence.
the speech-requiriug
professions.
Thi s notion is correct if speech-re2. To the next class belong the
quiri ng professions includes, as it boys who are neither intoxicated by
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success or depressed by failure.
If by some chemical process we
T hese easy - going, self - confident
could combine the last class with
fellows pursue the even tenor of the first, we would have a happy
their way undismayed by temporcompound.
ary failures or present obstacles. ·
If by .some device or ingenuity
Th is is a happy and a fortunate
we could apply the over-confidence
class of boys. They occupy the of the last class to the despondency
golden mean and usually achieve of the first, much would be done to
fame and fortune.
It is their per- promote happiness and success.
sistent efforts,
unmanacled
by
g loomy forebodings and uninterThe Messenger'sMistake.
rupted by melancholy reverie, that
This is an age of brag and blusacquires space in the world's thought
ter. Pretty nearly all publications
and dominion over m n.
are characterized more by exagera3. Then we have the conceited
tion than by truth. Has not the
cla ss. Why they are conceited is MESSENGER
fallen a victim to this
as great a mystery as were the co- pernicious custom. A custom that
nundrums of the Egyptian Sphinx.
bastardizes truth and defeats the
N ature has stamped no impress of very purpose for which the MESSENsuperiority upon them. Their fel- GER is published?
low-students have not selected them
Who has not heard boys on pubas the recipients of their admiration
lic occassions disgrace alike themand favors, and yet they stalk selves and their society. And yet
around with the pomposity of a read in the MESSENGER
of their
prince and blow like a braggart of · glowing eloquence and pungent
their parts and powers. We do not logic? The principle is right. We
make a wholesale denunciation of believe in encouraging an,d stimulaconceit, for we believe that a little ting one another.
We believe that
of it to be quite essential to the stu- the best that one can do always dedent's best interest, but to be af- serves a word of recogmtion and
flicted as some of the boys arecheer, bnt there is a way to give it
with all mouth and no worth-is a without intoxicating ~he recipient,
disease which should at once call stultifying the editor, outraging truth
forth our sympathy and our con- and compromising the integrity of
tempt.
the MESSENGER.
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---o--Down!!!
"Oh that I had a girl."-Jimme.
'' Watch him close now." '' Two
to one on that door."-Jun.
Phys.
class.
Prof. H. to Mr. J. of Texas:
"Mr. J. what is the staple grain of
Texas?"
Mr. J.: "Cotton, sir."
'' Miss Ophelia " ic very fond of
watermelons.
Prof. of Physics: " When you
have your arm around your friend,
and your frienci has his ( ?) arm
around you, that'is co-hesion."
Prof. of Law: "Mr. B., what is
a year?"
Mr. B. : '' The time it takes the
sun to make a complete revolution
around the e·arth."
We are sorry
that our old friend B. has adopted
the J asperian system of philosophy.
Mr. S.: "' Juny,' President Harrison is going to be at the fair."
'J uny ': "President
Harrison!
Who in the thunder is he? "
Rat T. asked us, "Whose son is
George Ox?"
On being informed
that he is the soh of Prof. Harris,
he said that he had often noticed the
resemblance between them.
Mr. W. tells us that the steambo ats on the Mi ssissippi are so large
th at you ca n stand in the middle of

on-e of them and steal chickens from
both banks at the same time. Mirabile dictu !
Prof. H.: "Mr. M., tell us the
method of procedure in shooting
spies?'
Mr. M.: "They blindfold those
who are to shoot, so that none may
know who makes the fatal shot."
Mr. T., speaks out: "Professor,
it is just the other way, isn't it?'
They blindfold the spy, in order
that he may not know who makes.
the effective shot, and so have no
grudge against him."
Mr. D. (to mess-hall waiter):
'' Will you please pass me the crystaline saccharinity."
Waiter (in great consternation):
"What's dat?"
Mac. (introducing Mr. W. to a
girl at the fair): " Let me introduce
to you my friend, Mr. Smith."
She:
"No
assumed
names
please-hallo,
Geddes."

The PhilologianPublicDebate. .
The Philologian Literary Society
has decided to hold its annual public debate, on the second Friday
evening in December.
The following gentlemen were selected to represent them on this occasion:
Reader, H. T. Harris; Declaimer,
J. G. McDaniel; Debaters, H. T.
Allison, H. W. Provence, F. E.
Scanland and F. Williams.

LOCALS.
Mr. H. in latin says the Plebeians
rebelled against the Patricians in
order to have their debts !£qui.fled.

OratoricalContest.
At a joint session of the literary
societies, held October 14th, Mr.
Claud W. Duke was chosen to represent them in the Southern InterState Collegiate Oratorical Contest.
Mr. Frank Williams is his alternate.
Literary Club.
Since the professors and their
families have taken up their residence on the campus there is quite
a community of College people
around us, and we have several
times taken occasion to congratulate the College on this acquisition.
This . little community, in which the
fair sex greatly predominates, has
made several experiments,
with
more or less success, in the way of
devising schemes for amusing itself, all of whith we have watched
with interest.
Two years ago there was organized a literary society composed of
thirty or more members, including
several members of the faculty,
whose aim was to study Shakespeare and other English classics,
and in which various topics were
discussed and dignified essays read.
Unfortunately this society took itself a little too seriously, and rather
frowned upon anything that was
not sober-minded,
hard work.
It
was found not to have sufficient
vitality to survive the rigor of such

a climate, and before a year had
rolled round it had come to an untimely end~frozen to death.
Contemporaneous
with, and-if
the truth must be told-as a sort of
protest against this, there came into
existence the "Fun Club," composed for the most part of those
whom the older people like to call
s:nall fry," and declairing as one
of its cardinal doctrines that everything with the least smell of books
was to be ruled out of its meetings.
Although they did nothing but pull
candy and eat peanuts, there was a
rumor going around that some of
the older folks-even
some of the
professors - had been overheard
confessing that they enjoyed it better than the Shakespeare
Club.
But examinations came along, and
these meetings too were discontinued.
The experiment · of the present
session, the Magazine Club, promises to be much more successful, as
it is in some sen se a compromise
between the two previous ones. The
members of the club, of whom there
are already more than twenty, read
eight of the leading magazinesHarpers' Monthly, . Atlantic Monthly, The Forum, The Century, The
Cosmopolitan and others - taking
two each week, and meeting on
Tuesday evenings to discuss the:.;i.
Besides, there are three persons
appointed each week to make a
condensed report of what the magazines contain, so that one who has
had little time for reading ma y have
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at least a general idea of all the
articles and know which ones he is
likely to find special interesting.
These informal discussions are
frequently animated and quite general, being participated in by most
of the company, but no talking is
allowed which does not contribute
to this conversation, and this is
found to add very greatly to the
order of the meetings.
But, " all work and no play
makes Jack a dull bov," and the
club have decided that a little recreation and fun are not altogether
to be despised; so after discussing
the magazine for an hour and a
half they adjourn promptly at halfpast 9 o'clock, and play "Jenkins
up " for the rest of the evening.

MESSENGER.

This will be an incentive to careful research in geographical and historical knowledge.
In the near future Dr. J. L. M.
Curry will deliver a public address
before the Society.
Those who
know Dr. Curry's ability as a
speaker may expect that all will be
delighted and instructed.

Athletics.
As a general rule the standing of
a college or university
may be
judged by the interest that students
take in athletics and the success
therein attained by them. As the
college base ball team is better than
that of the academy so is the college
superior to the academy. Yale and
Harvard · are the leaders in college
Geographical
and HistoricalNotes. athletic sports. Among the instituThe society for geographical and tions of learning in Virginia, Richmond College near the front. While
historic study held its first meeting
in intercollegiate athletic contests ,
of the session on October 26th.
Prof. F. W. Boatwright,
the we have met with- many defeats
origin ator of the society, and one of particularly in foot ball, still our
its most earnest supporters, was re- Field Day records stand high in
comparison with those of other
elected president, Mr. C. W. Duke
similar
institutons.
Several years
was chosen vice-president) Mr. R.
back
our
base
ball
team
was the
W. Grixzard secretary, and Mr. R.
champion team of the state: and
W. Hatcher, treasurer.
Mr. H. W. Provence will report wli.at citizen of Virginia, who takes
the procee 'dings of the society to the any interest in such things does not
Dispatch; Mr. M. J. Hoover to the know that for the last two years we
have held the six hundred dollar
Tz'mes, and Mr. G. F. Hambleton,
"cup " of the Virginia Rowing Asfor the CoLLEGE MESSENGER.
sociation?
So we maintain we are
During the session a gold medal
will be awarded to the writer of the no exception to the rule above
best essay presented before the So- stated.
ciet y.

LOCALS.

Electionof Officers.
At the last meeting of the Athletic
Association the following officers
were elected:
President, J. H. Read; VicePresident, Charles Clement, Secre
t ary, J. H. Frank}in; Treasurer, C.
T. Harrison.
A foot ball committee was app ointed consisting of Messrs. P.
Bosher, George Harrison and C. C.
C rittenden .
Messrs. C. M. Hazen, M.A. and
Jno. Read took charge of the gymnasium about the first of October. ·
Three classes are taught regularly
e ach day, one in the morning and
two in the afternoon.
Beside this
the gynasium is thrown open two
hours a day for any general exer•
-cise such as the students may desire. One or two medals will be
offered to stimulate the members of
these classes, and it is expected that
they will acquit them~elves well in
the exhibition drill on field day.
Our foot ball team has been unfortunate this season, having suffered three defeats.
First we played
against the
Washington and Lee boys.
The
game was close and intensely exciting.
During the first half we
gradually advanced the sphere toward our goal until finally Hazen
gets the pig-skin
and makes a
touchdown.
Duke then makes a
goal kick. Nothing more is gained
on either side during this half.
Score, 6 to o in favor of Richmond
College.

In the second half Massey of the
visiting team, makes a kick; Duke
fumbles, and Cooper, also of the visiting team, capturmg the oval makes
a touchdown. Great shouts from the
Lexington contingent.
Score 6 to
4, still in favor of the College.
Shortly after this Bullitt of the
'Varsities gets the hide and with the
aid of Mitchell's interference secured a touchdown. Moore applause
from the wearers of '' white and
blue." After this th.e leather moved
backward and forward near the goal
of the home team, but the game wa~
called before it was reached.
The
score stood 8 to 6 in favor of Washington and Lee.
Crittenden and Duke of the home
team and Harris and Keister of the
visitors were more or less injured in
the contest.
The home team was much displeased with the umpiring.
It was
deddedly the opinion of the crowd
that the game belonged to our boys.
Next we met upon the arena two
teams from the Old North State.
On October 21st we bucked
against the University of North
Carolina.
The average weight of
their team was 166 8-II, while that
of ours was only 159. This gave
them a great acfvantage, since
weight is the element required to
force the pig-skin through the enemy's line. The game went against
us from the start. The story is a
short one: Touch down by Devin;
goal kick by Shaw; touch down by
Stanley; Shaw, kick goal; Hope
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adds another touch down, and Shaw
The MessHall.
another goal kick ; touch down by
Many of the old students will
Hoke; Bernard fails to kick goal;
doubtless be glad to know that the
Stanley again makes a touch down;
Lombardy Hall, or as it is comand this time Bernard succeeds on monly called, the Mess Hall, is on
goal kick. With one more touch
a boom this year. Another table
down by Stanly and another goal · has been added, and the number of
kick by Bernard, the first half closes. students who board there now is
eighty-five.
Mrs. Woolfork, our
Score, 34 to o.
In second half Devin scores an- matron, is eminently suited for the
other touch down, and Bernard a position she holds, and is highly
goal kick.
thought of by the boys. Mr. H. L.
Game ends ·40 to o, in favor of Norfleet, the "Mess-Hall
Man,' '
University of North Carolina.
makes a most efficient accountant.
On October 24th, we again
Oh, the Mess is the place to chew t
tackled the Tarheels. This time the
boys from Wake Forest College,
Prof. Harrison has returned home
'•Paucity of avoirdupois and scarcity
froin
his visit to Clark county much
of good luck, together with other
improved in health.
He weighs
adverse circumstances,"
caused us
more now than he ever did before.
to lose this game.
He expects to resume his duties as
When we first went upon the field
a professor next January.
We asmore than half of otir regular team
sure the professor that he occupies
was absent, from different causes,
a warm spot in the hearts of the stuand it was almost decided to call the
dents, and we are all glad that he is
contest an exhibition game. Two
once more restored to his usual
more of our first team men came
health and vigor. We feel that he
later on, however, and so this was
has been largely instrumental in
not done.
raising our College to the lofty poDuring the first half the Tarheels
sition which she now occupies in
made two touch downs, and were
the eyes of the educated people of
successful in both goal kicks. Score
the Virginias.
I2 to 0.
In the second half our team reDemocraticClub.
peatedly got " dangerously near"
On October 28th the students met
the goal, but fortune was against
them and nothing was scored. Wi- en masse and organized a Demolson, of the Tarheels,
however,
cratic club. Mr. C. A. Boyce was
once again crosses the line with the
elected president; Mr. L. B. Samhide and scores another touch down.
and Mr. C. T.
Th e ga me ended 16 to o, in favor uels, secretary;
Harrison, treasurer.
One hundred
of Wake F orest.

LOCALS.
students have been enrolled as
members.
A committee on arrangements
was appointed consisting of Messrs,.
Charles Clement, C. T. Harrison,
G. Winston and H. T. Harris.
A committee was also appointed to
get up a suitable campaign yell.
Several short speeches were made,
and the club adjourned to meet
again Tuesday, November 1st, at 8
P. M. sharp, when it was expected
that the club would be addressed
by some prominent speakers of the
city.

ChronologicalRecordof October.
1. Rat Twitchell is tried before
the College tribunal for asking too
many superfluous questions.
2. Charlie Harrison gets a face
on the foot ball grounds.
3. T. Temple comes out with a
pair of new trousers.
4. George Ox kills three bats in
the day-time at one shot with a
single BB. cartridge.
S. Call meeting of Fire Eaters.
6. Ex;>osition opens, and we all
get holiday to see the trades parade.
7. Rat King gets his great toe
well yanked,
8. Sunday.
Rats all on a dike.
Britt calls on his girl,
. 9. Blue Monday; general flunkmg.
ro. Britt comes in at midnight.
Where has he been?
. 11. Mr. Mercer gets his leg
hurt. Great grief to foot ball team.

12. Editor-in-chief answers a question in Senior Physics. Great amazement!
13. Junior Philosophy class cuts
the late Professor Thomas.
14. Instalment of offict>rs in the
literary societies.
15. Foot ball. Washington and
Lee vs. Richmond College; 8 to 6
in favor former.
16. A stray dog is seen running
across the campus with a tin can
tied to his tail. Who did it?
17. " Miss Ophelia " on a dike
all day long.
18. Dr. Siesk flunked on Physics.
19. Jasper base ball team organized.
20. We all get a piece of smoked
glass and see the sun's eclipse.
21. Foot ball. University of N.
C. vs. Richmond College; 40 too
in favor of Tar Heels.
22. Black Smith swears off from
smoking cigarettes.
23. Britt takes his girl to church
II A. M., calls on her 3 P. M.,
and goes to with her again 8 P. M.
Returns to College 12 o'clock.
24. Foot ball. Wake Forest vs.
Richmond College.
16 to o, in favor of Wake Forest.
2 5. ' Dr. A.' takes his girl to Exposition,9 A. M.; returns II P. M.
At 1 o'clock his room-mate awakes
to find himself manacled by the
Dr.'s arms.
26. Britt has the rare pleasure of
seeing his girl.
27. A sporty rat comes in. Look
out for your toe old fellow !
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;28. H.B. has his wool cropped.
Marked improvement.
29. Base ball between Doctors
and Jaspers.
30: Sunday, Mr. W. studies Physic's!
31. Foot ball between light weights
and first team.

Reception.
On the evening of October 31st a
reception was given at the house of
Professor Harris to Mr. Herbert
Harris and his bride.
Of all the
sons of the present professors of
this institution, Mr. Harris is the
first that has taken to himself a
better half. We extend to the couple our hearty congratulation, and
express the hope that their faces
may ever he as bright and happy
as they were on the evening of the
reception.

It is rumored around that there is
going to be a marriage on the campus
before many weeks and days shall
have passed, though we have no
authoritv., for the · statement.
The Law Class.
About twenty of the matriculates
of the College have taken the School
of law this session. The Junior
Class at present numbers about
seventeen, and the Senior seven,
though several of the seniors have
both classes. All of them seem to
be very fond of Professor Gregory
and speak very highly of his abilities as a teacher.

MESSENGER.

It has heeri said that the · Law
Class adds dignity to the College.
When the work of the session has
· passed and Commencement night
shall have arrived, it is expected
that seven of these young lawyers
will be numbered among the graduating class, and will receive as a
reward for their labors the wellearned title Bachelor of Law.

Y. M. C.A.
On Thursday evening 13th Oct:,
we were treated to a very profitable
and interesting talk by the Rev. Mr.
Pruett of North China. This gentleman has spent ten years. laboring
among the Chinese.
He gave us a
short but interesting and amusing
account of their manners, customs,
&c. The Chinese are a wonderful
people, many of whom are well educated and highly cultured.
Mr.
Pruett spoke
encouragingly
of
the missionary work there, and
closed with an earnest appeal to
the brilliant young men studying
for the ministry, that they would
consider seriously the, question of becoming missionaries to the Chinese.
On the 20th the meeting which
was an interesting one was conducted by Mr. R. T. Marsh. ·
On the 27th the meeting was addressed by Prof. F. W. Boatwright,
who took for his subject meditation.
His talk was powerful and instructive.
Mission Band.
This was re-organized on the 8th
Mr. W. L. Hayes was chosen as
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pe rmanent leader. This band meets been introduced into the College this
ev ery other Saturday · ev~ri1~g for • year.
One is a course of Inductive
reg ular business.
On the 22d ~ its Bz'ble Study, and the other is a
first meeting was held; at this meet- special course designed to train men
ing two papers were read. One on for Personal Work.
the -:ondition of the heathen without
Those who have taken the former
course,
propose to devote the sesthe gospel, by Mr. J. B. Childress,
si6n
to
the
study of the Gospel ·of
.and the other by Mr. W. L. Britt,
· Luke, with constant reference to the
on our duty to the heathen.
Both other Gospels, using as their guide,
p apers were considered excellent.
Speer's Study in the Gospel of
Luke. In other words they propose
to get as nearly as possible a
Bible Study.
thorough knowledge of the four
· Our Association has been brought
mo re this year, more than ever be- Gospels, taking Luke as a basis of
their study. One of these classes
fore to realize the great importance
is now regularly at work on nearly
to be attached to bible study among
every floor of the different dormitothe students of the College.
In the rial departments of the College.
majority of cases. if the hablt of
As already stated above, the P ersonal
Work ers' Training Class have
regular systematic bible study is not
as
their
object cf study, the training
formed by a student while at college
of men to do more effective personal
-or before his colleg r life begins, it work for the Master.
Those who
is never formed afterward.
take this course, agree, before enIt has been often said by students
tering the class, to do personal work
among the unconverted students of
.at .tge end of the session, "Well,
College is a hard place tp live a the College, in trying to lead them
rig ht life. I feel in a worse spirit- to a saving knowledge of Christ.
They study how best to apply
ua l condition now than I did at the
Scriptural texts in their work, how
be ginning of the session."
True,
to answer all objections which an
C ollege is indeed hard to live a con- unconverted man may bring for.sistent christian's life, but ask one ward, right from th~ Bible. Thus
who feels that he has retrograded in they strive to obey the injunction of
t his line while at College, if he was of the Apostle to "take the sword
of the spirit, which is the word of
a diligent Bible student, and we ven- God."
ture to say that you will always reAll who take either of the above
ceive a negative answer.
On the courses, are required to devote to
other hand, those who do their duty the work each day, at least fifteen
in this line, will always grow in minutes of earnest prayerful study,
and to spend an hour each week,
grace, and will leave College a bet- in conference tog~ther, exchanging
ter man.
views, &c., under a regular leader.
Two entirely separate and disIt is to be hoped that this work
tinct courses of Bible study have will have great results in our midst.
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--o-of Philosophy and history at the
W. B. Cridlin, ('87) now associate
Richmoud
Female Institute.
We
principle of the Burkeville Female
congratulate the institute for having
Institute. We hear that he is taking
secured the services of such a wella very active part in behalf of the
anti-liquor question. . We trust that fitted gentleman as Mr. Harris is.
A. L. Moffett ('92) is in business
his efforts may not be in vain, but
that much good may be accom- in Lynchburg, Va. Mr. Moffett is a
fine gentleman and we wish him
plished.
·
W. W. Reynolds,
('86) after much success.
J. R. Long, B. A. ('90) Greek
spending nearly three years at
medalist, is attending the University
Louisville, in the school of the ProLike his honored father,
pheta, is now pastor of thre~ of the of Penn.
Dr.
J.C.
Long,
LL. D., he well
finest churches in Hanover Co., Va.
deserves the title of " higher eduWe hear that he he is getting
cation " in our fair land.
along well.
J.B. Seward, B. L. ('81) is a
R. H. Rudd ('91) after spending
a year preaching
and teaching 1s very popular ~awyer of Clairmount,
now at the S. B. T. Seminary with Surry Co., Va.
E. P. Craddock. ('92) lost no time
many of the Richmond College
between
his college and seminary
boys.
courses. "Craddock old boy" how
J.B. Bailey and H. N. Stephenson both of ('92) have decided to is your girl.
study medicine, and are now stuDr. D. W. Gwin, one of the numdents at the medical college in this ber who took the degree of Mastel.'.
city. "J. B, we miss your beautiof Arts when it was first conferred
ful smiles very much around here.
by the College, is now paster of the
E. B. Morris ('77) is the much
Park-Avenue Baptist church, Norhonored and beloved pastor of the folk, Va.
Baptist churches at Boykins and
W. R. Keefe, ('92,) we have reNewsoms, Va.
cently heard, has had a call to a
C. R. Cruikshanks
('88) is the church near Seven Pines. We unbeloved shepherd over a flock in derstand that he expects to attend
Harrisonburg, Va. We are glad to the Seminary next session. Keefe,
hear that he is doing well. May how is our little flaxen-haired girl
his work prosper.
who use to live on the Hill?
W. A. Harris, M. A. ('86) and
F. F. Causey, B. L., ('9r,) is a
Ph . D. ,(Johns Hopkius) is Professor
popular young lawyer of Hampton,
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Va, He was in Richmond on the
2nd of November, and said that he
had been stumping for Cleveland
about a month.
H. W. Tribble ('84) is now the
highly-esteemed pastor of the First
Baptist ahurch at Jackson, Tenn.
W. E. Farrar, B. A. ('90 ), and
post-graduate of University of Virgmia, is now professor in the
Southwestern Baptist University at
J ackson, Tenn.
H. N. Quisenberry ('89 ) is now
the successful pastor of the flourishing Baptist church in Berkley,
V a. We wish him to be of grea 'usefulness, and may his cup of joy
be full and running over in the step
which it is whispered he is soon to
take.
W. M. Buchanan, M. A. ('91),
is now at the Union Theological
Seminary.
'' Buck " was in our
city a few days ago attending the
marriage of his sister.

While yout editor is writing these
lines, the hymeneal bells are ringing. Cupid seems to have been
very partial to our old boys. Of
late he has shot his arrows through
the hearts of many of them.
H. Herbert Harris, Jr., ('88 ), a
very successful .business man of
Lynchburg,
Va., recently led to
the altar a ciaughter of Mr. R. H.
T. Adams, of Lynchburg.
We extend to him our congratulations.
Herbert F. Williams ('92), pastor
of Fourth-Street
Baptist church of
Richmond, was married on November 2nd to Miss Annie M. Taylor
of this city. We extend our hearty
wishe s for the success of Mr. and
Mrs. Williams.
S. C. Clopton ('73) did the handsome thing for himself when he
decided that "it was not good for
man to live alone," and accordmg
to the dictates of his heart joined
to himself Miss Annie Jones on the
27th of October.

Many ways have been discussed
as to how the Exchange Department
of a college magazine should be
conducted, still no definite conclusion has yet been reached.
There~
fore, if, in the opinion of any of the
critical readers,this department is not
conducted in a manner suite 'd to
their tastes, attribute it, pl ease, to
our inexperience,

The first and foremost magazine
to appear in our sanctum is The Owl,
published at the University of Ottawa, Canada.
T/ze Owl excels, by
far, in its Literary Department, any
other college paper yet received.
The subjects treated of are of both
ancient and modern origin, and enclosed within the same cover we
have '' Raine's greatest monument"
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is filled with meritorious literary
contributions such as " The Elements of Our Culture," and "The
Aggressiveness of the Anglo-Saxon." Both of these subjects are
well handled and very instructive.
'' The Elements of Our Culture " is
mdeed quite psychological in its
theorems; and after following the
author through his discussions, we
are lead to exclaim with him,
"Happy country! where the minds
of all the tribes of the Ary an stock,
each one peculiar to itself, shall be
combined into one great American
mind!"
The other subjects treated of in
Tlte Reveille are Southern in every
respect, and are in keeping with the
fitness of things.
The Marietta College Olio is before us; it is quite neat in appearance, but we would like to offer two
suggestions,
namely:
Cut down
your editorials and put in some exchanges.
The Dartmouth for October, con"Not in vain the distant beacons. Forward,
tains
nothing worthy of mention exforward let us range;
Let the great world spin. Forever damn the
cept its locals and editorials.
We
the ringing grooves of change."
are happy to acknowledge, however, that its locals are very goodNothing is more burdensome and
could hardly be improved; but aside
monotonous to exchange
editors
from this, we would be delighted to
than the same original joke read in see genuine literary articles in a
six magazines published at the same magazine whose locals are so ably
time.
represented.
We think the Tlze
In Tiu Reveille, of Austin Col- Dartmouth would be greatly imlege, Texas, these stale jokes are proved by increasing its pages with
" conspicuous for their absenc~," a literary contributions and exchanfact greatly to be admired. Instead
ges.
of the jokes, however, Tlte Reveille

and "The Unwelcome Chinese."
But apart from these it has an excellent essay on the life and works
of Alfred Tennyson.
Just at this
time no fitter subject could have
been chosen for an English essay
than Tennyson, a man whom we
admire, a poet whom we have
learned to love, and very truthflly
has Tlze Owl said: "Whatever he
has written tends to lift man up and
make him nobler; to render him
satisfied with earth and earth's; to
im hue him with good-will .towards
his fellow-man, and to inspire him
with hope in the future of his kind."
And all this Tennyson has done,
not by dull preachings, not by didactic suggestions such as doctrinaries like Browning have made use
of, but by the most insinuating
poetry. Free from the morbid broodings of the school of despair, and
buoyed up by faith in man's destiny,
he peers with expectant glance into
the beyond and cries:

EXCHANGES.

In regard to athletics, the stu<lents of Georgetown College are
worthy of our emulation.
We clip
the following from their October
j ournal:
"That the whole is equal to the
sum of its parts is a mathematical
a xiom which none of us would
-doubt, and as a watchword for any
org anization whose goal is success,
it could rrot well be surpassed. Apply it to the realm of College athletics, and we have the secret of
whatever good results have been
.attained here or elsewhere.
The
university which has succeeded in
m aking an ame for itself in athletics,
without the earnest and thoroughly
u nited efforts of the students, is a
pa radox so wonderful, that we seriously doubt of its existence. Let us
look around us, or rather let us look
behind us on our own past record,
to learn what is necessary for successful results in this affair. Georgetown has made a success of .athletics: when and how? When-on
that ever memorable evening in the
y ear 1890 the students of George- .
town, (and there are not a few of .
those same with us now,) by their .
g enerosity, started a project, to the
success of which our present spacious campus now testifies. Georgetown has been successful in athletics
when every m'an who could throw
or kick a ball felt in himself :mfficient personal pride and ambition to
aspire to a position on some team,
" anyone whatever," that he might
,
do his share in upholding the Col-
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reputation for those arts which demand brawn, and develop brain and
arm together.
Let there be no "can't,"
but
plenty of generous ambition among
all men to be on the teams, and to
have teams worth being on; let it
not be thought that when the first
team is formed all is done; let those
who can not play feel bound to encourage those who can; above all,
better than all, let us have some of
that god old " college spirit," which
in time past has hovered · over the
towers of Georgetown like a benign
genius and over her banners like
an eagle of victory.
A Sophomore, stuffing for examination, has developed the ethics of
Sunday wor~, in a way to render
imrther elucidation of the subject
unnecessary.
He reasons that if a
man is gratified in trying to help an ·
ass from a pit on the Sabbath day,
much more would the ass be justified in trying to get out himself.-

Ex.
No men are perfect.
No perfect beings are men.
All men are imperfect.
All not imperfect beings are not
men.
Women are not men.
Women , are all perfect beings!

Ex.

CollegeNews.
The performance of Michael F.
Sweeny, of the Xavier Athletic

RICHMOND
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Club, in breaking the world's record for the high jump, is still causing
much comment in the athletic world.
The previous record was six feet
four inches, made several years ago
by W. Bird Page at Philadelphia.
Mr. Sweeny's jump was six feet
four and a quarter inches.
The
Xavier Club was organized originally by the students and alumni of
St. Francis Xavier's College, New
York city.
A travelling fellowship in architecture has been established at the
University of Pennsylvania.
The
holder rrceived $I ,ooo annually and
is to travel in Europe for the purpose of studying the architecture of
the great churches and public buildings.
President Harper · says that the
faculty of the Chicago University
will be American, as there are to
to be only six in one hundred of the
teachers from abroad, and they will
be English scholars.
The largest foot ball score on
record was made by Harvard
against Exeter in 1886, when she
scored 128-0. Yale's largest 1s
136-0, against Wesleyan in 1886,
and Princeton's 140-0, against Lafayette in 1884.
The board of directors of the Chicago University have voted to erect
a gymnasium to cost $200,000.
A.
A. Stagg, chief instructor, will assume his dutie~ at Chicago on October 1st, and will have three assistants, one of whom will be a
woman.

MESSENGER.

During the last seven years Yale
has played 78 games of foot ball
with a total of 3863 points to her
opponents 88.
·The number of colleges in the
U.S. has been increased this year
by 23, making a total of 384- Ex.
Cornell has sixteen men on the
Leland Stanford University Faculty.
Williams, Darmouth and Columbia have dispensed with commencment exercises.
Thirty ladies are takmg postgraduate study at Yale.
The University of Berlin offers
716 difierent lecture courses.
The University of Michigan has
at present on its roll 3,000 students.
A negro is playing center on the
Harvard team this year.

THE POETIC
AS THE

PUBLIC

RAT.

REGARD

IT.

What cute verses they write
For the journals at college.
It must be a delight,
Such cute verses to write ;
They are quite out of sight;
They show talent and knowledge
·what cute verses they write
For the journals at college.
AS THE

EDITOR

REGARDS

;

IT.

I write many a verse,
But not for the pleasure ;
In sentences terse,
I write many a verseScarce restraining a curse
And bad thoughts beyond measurer write many a verse,
But not for the pleasure.
-LAFAYETTE.

Richmond
Straight-Cu
No.I
CIGARETTES.

CIGARITT!.SMORER.S
who are willing to pay a little more than the price
charged for the ordinary trade Cigarette will find
THIS RRAND superior to all others.

RICHMOND STRAIGHT-CUT
CIGARETTES

NO-. 1.

are made from the brightest, most delicately flavored, and highest -cost GOLD LEAF
grown in Virginia. This is the OLD AND ORIGINALBRANDOF STRAIGHTCUT Cigarettes. and was brought out by us in the year 1875.
BEWAREOF IMITATIONS,and observe that the fi rn-narne . as below is on
every package.

0loMTflNv~M::~cl
0
THE
ALLEN
&GINTER
BRANCH

RICHMOND,

VIRGINIA.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS

OF

VIRGINIABRIGHTSand DIXIE CIGARETTES-RICHMONDGEM CURLY
CUT-OLD RIP-IMPERIAL MIXTURE,
and other high grade SMOKING

TOBACCOS.

THE COLLEGE BOOK-STORE
FULL

TEXT-BOOKS
.

LINE

OF

AND STATIONERY

AT BOTTOM

PRICES.

H. M. STARKE
(Successors to THOS. J, STARKE

909 East Main Street,

&, CO.,
& SONS,)

RICHMOND,

VA.

Law-Books furnished at short notice on orders,

· ~C>::Fl.

T:B:E]

:PI:PE].

No money nor pains have been spared in the selection and manufacture

of

'"'YALE
MIXTURE."
FIN EST SMOKING TOBACCO
--

IT IS THE --

that can be made at any price. A combination of choicest Turkish,
Virginia, and Havana.
_

Perique,

Made ·by MARBURG . BROS. _

& CO.,

J. W. RANDOLPH
'

Booksellers,
Publishers,
Stationers,B
.
~

and

Blank

...Book

Manufacturers,

1302 and 1304 Main St., Richmond, Va:
la:w a:nd IJiocellctneouo {iooko.
N .'B.-A

discount

made on LAW

ORG.A.N"

BOOKS,

when possible.

lZED

1832.

The
Virginia
Fire
andMarine
Insurance
Coinpa
1
;

·,,,'

of R.ich:rnond.

,

Issues a short , compr ehensive policy , fr ee of p etty re striction s, a nd liberal i,n.its term.sand
ev ery t own an d county. Corresp onden ce sOlicitcd, .

WM. H. PALMER,President.

·

c.ondition~. Agents in
- . •·· _'~. t
t·

•

WM. H.· McCARTHY,Secretary. '.

TheRichmann:•
.Steam
Dyein[,
Sconrin[
anfi
. Carpet-Cleanin[
Worb
,,

\.

',\

...
,. MK

3

A. J. PYLE~ ...

Gloss Removed from Gentlemen-'s Clothi~J~
La:rgest
~o:rk:s
in. th.e Soutb..-

No.315.N.FifthSt.,near Broad·St,.Richmond,
Va.
.season of the year is at hand
NOW IS ·y HE IME ' The
when
,g,reat many people are
• ral

•

!l"

looking about for profitable employment or changing their business relations for the
better.
With such persons we will be pleased to correspond, as we wish to secure the
services . of a number of ,energetic, earnest workers to aid us in distrib1:1ting our t publications. Big pay fot earnest workers.
Full particulars on application.
·

B.
F.JOHNSON
&- CO.,
2600MainSt.,
RJ_chmon~
.,. Va.
----------,,, -~
·
'
".

tONSTABLE
BROTHERS,
Shirtmakers,

Hatte:rs

419 EAST BROAD
SALESMEN: A. L. DAVIS AND F. L. ALLEN,

and :f.~rnisllers~
'I

STREET.

,

il '

,

COAL!

COAL!
CRUMP

COAL!

& vVEST~

Branch Office, Corner Laurel and Broad Streets, ·'Richntond, Va.
TELEPHONE

NO. 288. ·

---o--Discount to Students. Shall be pleased to furnish Coal to Students of
Richmond College.'" ·
··
~-I"

,,

·~••-'I·---

'·

.. 41!:

-

----•

·.·.R.·ROBERTSON, BARBE ·R.
... NO. 307 SEVENTH STREET. .•.
I respectfully solicit the patronage of Richmond College Students,
(FORMERLY

WITH

HECKLER.)

·

_and guarantee satisfaction.

_, ·

~G. W. LATIMER,

Druggist,~

Toilat,'Articls.s
Tobacco;
Cigars,
1 .Stationsryj
·

AND EVERYTHING

USUALLY

FOUND

IN A FIRST-CLASS

DRUG

STORE.

Prescriptions carefully compounded at all hours, day or night.
Tele p hone orders and
C. O. D. orders by mail or telegraph promptly executed.
.

Telephone No. 67.

800 West Marshall Street, Richmond, Va.

.
C. LU"~SDEN
.G@'"'WATCHMAKERS, JEWELERS

& SON~

AND

OPTICIANS,~

823 E. MAIN STREET, RICHMOND, VA.

Wedding an<l Holiday Presents.
Fine Watches Repaired and 'Kdjusted. · Fitting
Eye-Glasses and Spectacles accurately a specialty.
No Extra Charge.
1'
MANUFACTURERS
OF MEDALS AND BADGES.
. '

D_ EUCE:AN

AN,

·

(Late of GJasiow, Scotland )

~ •

Practical Watchmaker,ManufacturmgGoldsmithand Jeweler,1'>• •
Ill E. Broad Street, Richmond,
.Va.

Diamonds and Watches a specialty. Rings-plain
and _gem-,-a specialty. Watches
Warranted for Two Years. Bridal and Birthday Presents.
Solid Silver and Plated
Goods.

.

· . J. J.

COLLINS,

Groceries, Tobacco and Cigars. Confectionery a specialty. Stationery,
Lamp Fixtures, Oils, and Students' 8upplies.

(.1500 West

FoRFiNE

Broad

SHOES

Street,

AND GENTS'

Opposite

the

College.)

FURNISBrr:~·Gs,

--GOTO--

SHUJY.1:AN

& EQ-W-LES,

.

IOI E. Broad · Street, Cor. 1st, Richmond. Va.

JOHN

O. TAYtOR,

Croc _er,

1418 .Main Street,

Richmond,

DRS. CEORCE
.

,

Va.

B. STEEL &, SONS,

DENTr'STS.
'

723 E. Main Street,

.

- -

B~NJAMIN

Va.

Richmond,

CHARLES L. STEEL, D. D. S ., M . D.,
FRANK R . STEEL, D. D. S., M. D .,
1/i!Jr
Di • eoant to Students,

l ASSISTANTS
f
.

P. ASHTON,

(Successor to H. L. KING.)

Dealerin FANCY
ANDSTAPLEGROCERIES
CORN,

OATS AND MILL-F~ED.
TOBACCO

604 E. M~rshall

AND CIGARS.

Street. Richmond,

G. H. PLAGEMAN

Va

& BRO.,

Grocers
and ProduceMerchants
Corner of Broad

and Hancock

Street •.

First-class Meats of all kinds, Fish and Oysters, Poultry, Butter and
Eggs, Canned and Bottled Goods, and Fresh Vegetables of every
variety.

EI.

BAKER

VV. iv.tC>~ST.A.,
AND C~ONFECTIONER,

Ill E. Main Street, Richmond Va.
Best Quality of Bread, Cakes and Candies manufactured daily.
Ice Cream and Watered Ices. Weddings, Parties and
Church Fairs supplied at Short Notice.

Camp

bell

&

Pure

Co,

PIIQ'rGGBAPIIEBS~
4:29 EAST BROAD

STREET,

Make the Best and most Artistic Photographs made in the city at moderate prices. Special Reduction made to Students.

CAMPBELL

& CO, Richmond.

Va .

.

.,

STC>~E:S
. ,

:O ."U"N"N",

··d,

MERCHANT
,

.

. -~·'

TAILORS,

211 Broad Street, Richmond,

Va., and 1324 Broadway, New York.
FINE WORK AT LOW PR.ICES.

F. R. FAIR.LAMB~ BUTCHER,
-DEALER

VEAL AND MUT1;0N.

BEEF,
' PHONE

IN-

Stall No. I, New Market, Richmond, Va.
117.
.

----~

H. - F ISHER.

ESTABLISHED 18 56.

- - --

H ARRY MARK S.

London
andLiverpool
Clothing
Comp.any
H. FISHER

-Clothiers,

&

co.,

Furnishers

PROPRIETORS,

and Hatters,

No. 1403 E. Main Street, Richmond, Va.
~ L ead ers

of l ow Pric es.-A

s.

discount of

~ r11 Wbite,•

IO

p er cent. allowed Stud e11-t
s.

· $coas,

Wholesale and Retail Planters and Packers.
'PHONE 875.

No. c514 E. Franklin St. , Richmond, Va ..
Branch Depot: H ampton, Va .,

College Books and College Supplies
BOOKS, FINE STATIONERY,
OXFORD TEACHERS' BIBLES,
GOLD PENS, POCKET BOOKS,
CARD CASES, ETC ., ETC .

Gold Pens from $1.25 to $5.00 .'

HUNTER & CO.,
629 E. Broad Street, Richmond, Va.

SAM L. ULL .MAN, Grocer,
425 N. Sixth Street, Richmond, Va.

PHONE 1511,

,

PHONE 1574 -,

J.E .._ROSE .&_CO.,

151~

t~-H~bl -and, 1-0.Q_E. -Broad _St~eets.

STOVES.
..~Cooking;
Heatiilg,...arulRanges,Latrobes, Furnaces,

.

~SLATE, IRONANDWOOD
MANTELS.ti- ·, -

-

. Special

Attention

giv~n to

.

.,

· Tinning, Plumbing, Gas-Fitting _Steam~ and · Hot-:A,ir Heating.

THE BEST MADE CLOTHING.
THE BEST WEARING
CLOTHING. _.
TH~ BEST FITTING CLOTHING.
'

AT THE LOWESTPRICES,AT
.,

BURK'S
OLOTHINQ
HOUSE.
·
'

'

Being )\:tanufacturer s, we 1!av e al! inl _ermediate or Jobbers' profits. It's worth savin g
too. We would be pleased to show you through our stock. We know it will
.. _ .
_ pleas ~ you.
,TRY US!

BURK'SCL:OTHING
HOUSE,Clothiers,
'HattersandFurnishers,
· ·916 EAST MAIN STREET •..

-F. W ...DABNEY,
, - --DEALER

IN- ,- _

··Boots,
Shoes,'
Trunks
andValis

'-·

. 4 03 !tast Broad Street,
·_ RICHMOND, VA •

.TAYitOij
·& BijOWJ,
-DEALER

IN-

---lladie~' & Gents ·~Firie .·shoes,
Na. 918- E. Main · Street, ·

·
Our

Calf Shoes

at $3.00 a Specialty

...

5outhet1n

Jeweltty
*

*

*

t-louse.

*

*

*

'

F. D.JOHNSON
& SONS,
1028 Main

Street,

BUSI NESS

,.,

,.,

Lynchburg,

..

ESTABLISHED

Va .

IN 1855.

REMOVEDTO LYNCHBURG
NINE YEARSAGO.

LARGEST

STOCK OF

Watchesl
Clocksl
·Diamondsl
Jewelr
IN THE ST A TE.
GOLD ANLJ SILVER-HEADED

'UMBRELLAS
: AND·.CANES,
J

AND ALL THE LEADING

NOVELTIES

AND BRIC-A-BRAC.

SPECIALINDUCEMENTSTO COLLEGESTUDENTS.
'Refer you to thousands of satisfied customers throughout the South.
T his 1s our best testimonial.
~
CATALOGUE free of charge. Write for one.

F. D. JOHNSON

& SONS,

No. 1028 Main Street, Lynchburg,Virginia.

SJlJOEfiTS' OI1iECT01iY.
J. R. Sheppard, ,clotl;iing, corner Fifth and Broad.
P. R. Burke, Fresh and Salted Meats, Stalls l, 2 and 3, Third Market .
Hill Bros.; Florists, 515 to 521 W. Broad.
Lea, Cullen & Co.; Book and Job Printers, l 103_E. Cary.
A. K. & C. E. Schaap, Sporting Gqods .and Gents Furnishings, 519 E. Broa rl.
Old Dominion Building anil Loan Association, III5 E. Main.
Allen & Ginter, Straight Cut Cigar~ttes, Richmond, Va.
H. M . Starke, College Text Books, 909 E. Main.
Yale Mixtnre .
J. W. Randolph & Co., Law and _Miscellaneous Books, 1302-4 E. Main
Virginia Fire and Marine Insurance Company, Richmond, Va.
Mrs. A. J. Py~e, Steam Dyeing and Scouring Works.
Crump & West, Coal, corner Laurel and Broad.
R. Robertson, Barber, No.
Se~enth street .
G. W. Latimer, Druggist, No. SooW. Marshall street.
C. Lumsden & Son, Jewelers, No. 823 E. Main street.
D. Buchanan, Jewelers, N°Q.l!I E. Broad street.
John 0. Taylor, Grocer, No. 1418· E. Main street.
Dr. George B. Steel & Sons, Surgical Dentist, No. 723 E. Main street.
Be~jamin P .. Ashton, Fa~ _cy and Staple Groceries, 604 E. Marshall street.
G. H. Plageman & Br~, Gro<;ers and Produce Merchants, corner Bro .1el anJ Hancock 81s
Stokes & Dunn, Merchant Tailors, 2II E. Broad street.
F. R. Fairlamb, Beef, Veal and Mutton, stall No. r, New Market.
J. J. Collins, Groceries, 'tobacco and Cigars, 1500 W. Broad street.
S. J. White's Sons, Oysters, Wholesale and Retail, No. 1514 E. Franklin street.
Hunter & Co., Books an~ St:itionery, 629 E. Broad street.
W. S. Pilcher, Coal and Wood, corner Broad and Pine streets.
Sydnor &·H1~ndley, FtJrniture, 709 E . Broad streets.
London and Liverpool Clothing Co., No. 1403 E. Ma.in street.
Shuman & Bowles, Gents Furnishings, IOI E. Broad strett.
Smnuel Ullman, Grocer, 425 N. Fifth street.
H. 'vV. Moesta, Baker and Confectioner, III E. Main street.
B. F. Johnson, Publisher, 2600 E. Main street .

3~7

Campbell & Co., Photographers,

429 E. Broad street.

McAdams & Berry, Clothing and Gents Furnishings, Tenth and Main streets.
Constable Bros., Shirt Makers, Hatters and Furnishers, 419 E. Broad street.
F . D. Johnson & Sons, Jewelers, 1028 Main street, Lynchburg, Va.
J.E. Rose & Co., Stoves, Slate, Iron and Woo:1 Mantels,
Burke'.s Clothing House, 916 E. Main Street.
F. W. Dabney, Boots and Shoes, 403 E. Broad Street.
Taylor & Brown, Boots and Shoes, 8r8 E."Main Street.

1512

E. M,in and

10,i

E. Broarl.

